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INTRODUCTION

In a Presidential Address, the Society’s outgoing president
is granted by tradition the latitude to offer up thoughts, rumi-
nations, even hunches—all with minimal review! I found this
to be an irresistible opportunity to gather together a variety of
intriguing recent observations on compositional anomalies in
garnet that can be united by a set of somewhat unconventional
interpretations, with provocative effect. From that exercise,
described in Part I of this address, a pattern emerges that chal-
lenges one of metamorphic petrology’s most closely held as-
sumptions: several lines of reasoning point strongly toward the
conclusion that even in the absence of textural indicators of
incomplete reaction, common prograde metamorphic reactions
may not achieve equilibrium for many elements at thin-section
scale. Instead, different elements appear to equilibrate—or fail
to equilibrate—over different geologically significant scales
of time and length, because they are subject to substantially
different rates of intergranular diffusion.
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ABSTRACT

Mounting evidence suggests that partial disequilibrium—meaning disequilibrium for some ele-
ments, but not for others—may be a common but rarely detected phenomenon during metamorphic
mineral growth, even in ordinary prograde reactions that progress to completion. Detailed examina-
tion of compositional variations in garnet crystals over a range of metamorphic grade suggests dis-
tinctly different scales of equilibration for common elements, with strong temperature dependence.
Under lower greenschist-facies conditions, Fe and Mg may equilibrate at hand-sample scale, whereas
Mn and Ca may not equilibrate even at millimeter-scale. Although Mn may achieve hand-sample-
scale equilibration under upper greenschist-facies conditions, Ca and many trivalent cations (e.g.,
REEs) may not do so until temperatures exceed those of the middle amphibolite facies. Even in the
lower granulite facies, some elements (e.g., Y, Yb) show indications of disequilibrium at sub-centi-
meter-scales during garnet growth.

Analysis and numerical modeling of undisputed disequilibrium textures demonstrate that the most
common impediment to equilibration during metamorphism is the sluggishness of intergranular dif-
fusion, the same mechanism known to govern porphyroblast crystallization in many metamorphic
environments. Despite this importance to petrology, few quantitative determinations exist of inter-
granular diffusion rates under metamorphic conditions. Using numerical simulations of coupled in-
tergranular and intracrystalline diffusion processes in coronal textures around partially resorbed garnet
crystals from the Llano Uplift, U.S.A., a very precise and relatively accurate estimate is obtained for
the rate of intergranular diffusion of Al in fluid-undersaturated systems. This result and an earlier
estimate for fluid-saturated systems provide bracketing values for Al diffusivity during metamor-
phism.

That inference adds to a growing recognition that the kinet-
ics of intergranular diffusion govern rates of metamorphic crys-
tallization and chemical equilibration in many ordinary
circumstances. Unfortunately, those rates remain largely un-
known. Part II of this address leaves speculation behind and
presents a new approach that yields a high-precision, quantita-
tive determination of the intergranular diffusivity of Al—the
element that most studies have shown to control rates of re-
crystallization—by exploiting a natural example of coupled
intergranular and intracrystalline diffusion.

PART I: SCALES OF DISEQUILIBRIUM

Disequilibrium is a familiar state of affairs in metamorphic
rocks, but most of the commonly recognized examples of it are
instances of incomplete reaction. Coronal microstructures
around olivine crystals in metagabbros are exemplary cases of
prograde reactions brought to a halt before they reached comple-
tion (e.g., Whitney and McLelland 1973; Ashworth and Birdi
1990; Johnson and Carlson 1990); similar textures surround-
ing resorbed garnets are equally persuasive cases of retrograde
reactions that ceased before the reactants were wholly consumed
(e.g., Misch and Onyeagocha 1976; Carlson and Johnson 1991).
Somewhat more subtle and decidedly more complicated are
linked segregations and pseudomorphous growth structures, like
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